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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE                                       Early Fluent Reading Stage: Guided Reading Levels I – J (15 – 18)
Title High-frequency words: 

New
Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
New

Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Content vocabulary: 
New

Content vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Reading strategies
These suggestions are 
indicative only. There are 
many opportunities for 
addressing a range of reading 
strategies in each book.

Early Fluent Stage: Level I (15 – 16)

Animal Smells
Word count: 504

devils  enemy’s  frightened 
ground/s  hard  lasts  mark  
months  oxen  hyenas vomits  
vultures  washed   

eaten  front  protection  work alive  female  goats  liquid  
male  musk  polecat  skunks  
spraying  stink bug  Tasmanian  
territory  turkey

foxes  hunting  mate  smells Using chapter headings and 
photographs to predict

Angus Cleans Up
Word count: 454

Angus  notice  talked  wanted frightened  ground  hyenas  
work

hunting  mate  musk  skunks  
smells  stink

Self-correcting errors

Sticky and Dangerous 
Plants
Word count: 445

blisters  burdock  burn  burr  
covered  crawl  dangerous  
drown  farmyard  fur  grass  
oils  poisonous  sharp

fall cactus  foxglove  grasses  
hemlock  hooks  loops  pitcher  
prickly  roots  sap  seeds  
sundew  trap  tube

leaves  liquid  plant  sticky tree Using a glossary to find the 
meaning of words

Looking After Scotty
Word count: 547

apart  can’t  creepers  Ethan  
ouch  park  quietly  snarled  
started  visit  yard

burr creeping grass  oily  plants  prickles  
seeds  sticky

Reading dialogue with 
phrasing and fluency

Amazing Snakes
Word count: 452

backwards  dark  ears  
experiments hard  hear/ing  
jaws  nearly  organs  point  
senses  sharp  venom  

hunters  poisonous  worm bodies  death adder  fangs  
hearing  heat-sensing  kill  king 
cobra  python  rattlesnake  
scientist  sight  squeezing  
vibrations 

catch  eat  food  hunt/ers  Connecting information

The Snake Olympics 
Word count: 524

turn  curled  smartest  sneered  
surroundings  wanted

dark  fast  ground  hearing  
hunter/s  jaws  nearly  organs  
point

gaboon viper  green tree 
snake  puff adder slither/ed  
surroundings

catch  death adder  fangs  
heat-sensing  kill  king cobra  
rattlesnake  snakes  wanted

Using letter cues to decode – 
scanning through words from 
beginning to end

Living Near a Volcano
Word count: 415

air  alert  caused  confident  
dangerous  erupt  fertile  
information  Italy  large leave  
measure  minerals  mount  
mountain  past  scientist  soil  
thousands  town/s  villages  
world

burn/s  ground  hard  near  
nearby  wall

active  ash  evacuate  
instruments  lava  molten  
predict  smoke  steam  tremors  
volcano

burns  rock Searching for meaning cues in 
the photographs and text

Volcano Alert!
Word count: 513

breath  Demi  dirt  Fulton  Ivan  
loud  path  push  radio  short  
started  watched  worried

air  alert  burn/ed  dangerous  
darker  erupt  ground  
information   leave  mount  
mountain  near  wall  

billowing  gas  tremble active  ash  lava  rock  smoke  
volcano

Using multiple sources of 
information to solve words

Nadif’s New Life
Word count: 706

Australia  bananas  born  
broccoli  chosen  corn  
destroyed  fast-flowing  
favorite  found  heavily rivers  
rules  scared  started  terrible 

farm  forest  grass  hard  
nearby  park 

Africa  bombs  city  computer  
English fighting gun  library  
life  market  refugee camp 
Somalia  thatched 

crocodiles  family  friend/s  
jungle  killed lions  school  
shops soccer  village

Comparing and contrasting

Gasari’s Herd
Word count: 417

adventurous  bushes  fearless  
join  mouth  parts  returned  
survive  turned  wonders

born  grass  herd  scared  belonged  brave  discover  
exploring  Gasari  

elephant  friendly  frightened 
gun  jungle  river  

Making inferences about a 
character
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Message Sent
Word count: 553

alphabet  distances  easily  
electronically Ghana  horns  
Incas  messages  pigeons  
south  starting  television  
travel  written

mountains  past  short  sound  
thousands  

cell phones  code  drum  fire  
flags  Native Americans  Pony 
Express  relay  runner  sending  
smoke signals  South America  
Vikings

Africa  computers  horses  
radio

Reading an index to locate 
information

Saving Dad
Word count: 563

bark/ed/ing  broken  direction  
easier  front  jacket  listen  
matches  motorcycle  noise  
pointed  shouted  sound/ed  

dark  grass  horn  loud  
message  scared  start/ed  
worried  

light  write drum  fire  flags  horn  horses  Linking events in the story

Early Fluent Stage: Level J (17 – 18)

My Soccer Journal
Word count: 581

against  asked  disappointed  
heads  pass  photographer  
practiced  shook  won 

fast  hard  playground  work coach  fit  goal  goalkeeper  
skills  team  train

ball  friends  games  kicked  
park  running 

Recognizing and using text 
features (journal)

The Leaping Lions 
Word count: 529

angrier  celebrate  circle  
crawled  proudly  party  
pouncing  push-ups  shouted

against  fast  ground  hard  
heads  shook  won

cheered  clapped  knee jumps  
lazy  leaping  referee  sit-ups 

ball  celebrate  coach  fit  
games  goal  kicked  match  
team  train

Using a range of problem-
solving strategies

Fun Food to Make and 
Eat
Word count: 423

apricot  boiled  bread  buttons  
carrot  hair  healthy  minutes  
oven  person  raisins  recipes  
rocket  spread  smaller  
yoghurt

mouth watermelon broiler  cake  chef  cookie 
cutter  cup  cut  delicious  dip  
grated   melts  pita bread  
plate  put  skewer  slice  
sprinkle  tablespoon  tasty  
toast  toothpick

active  cook  pizza Recognizing and using text 
features (procedure)

The Queen’s New Chef
Word count: 514

carefully  dear  chocolate  
kitchens  magnificent  palace  
sauce  scrumptious  tallest

asked  breakfast  carrot  
celebrate  delicious  healthy  
mountain  

beans  caramel  celery  
cherries  nuts  pancakes  peas  
put  stew  vegetables  yummy

cake  chef  cook  tasty  Making predictions

Deep in the Sea
Word count: 455

almost  bottom  confuses  
enormous  floor  giant  pointy  
underside 

dark  eaten  hard  head  jaws  
liquid  mouths  past  person’s 

attracts  barb  cold  color  
deep  fangs  freezing  jellyfish  
squid 

fish  lights  sea  shrimp  spine  
underside

Using a table of contents to 
predict

A Deep Sea Adventure
Word count: 599

clear  crowd  dangerous  
discovered  divers  fisherman  
finally  Jacques  Piccard  
ready  returned  story  surface  
Walsh  watched  worse

bottom  dark  head  minutes  
part  past  shook  survive  
traveling  worked 

pressure  submarine  cold  deep  pod  sea  shrimp Linking illustrations and text

Title High-frequency words: 
New

Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
New

Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Content  vocabulary: 
New

Content vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Reading Strategies
These suggestions are 
indicative only. There are 
many opportunities for 
addressing a range of 
reading strategies in each 
book.
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Cleaning Up Our 
Wetland
Word count: 531

bushes  gloves  habitat  
jar  pelicans  polluted  pull 
selected  sorted  spread  
swans 

grasses clean  pelicans  reeds  roots 
wetland

birds  ducks  flowers  frogs  
grasses  insects  nest  seeds  
shelter  trash   trees  water  
water lilies  weeds  

Recognizing the sequence of 
events in a recount

The Baby Swans
Word count: 587

attack  call  clear  feathers  
fully  return  sharp  stood  
swans  trumpet-like 

dark  fall  family  favorite  
hard  large  protect  pulled  
tall  watch/ed/ing

beak  feathers  hatched  
summer  wing  winter

clean  eggs  fox/es nests  
reeds  roots  water  wetland   

Summarizing the plot

Ice Swimmers
Word count: 463

air  breaststroke  
championships  distance  
enjoy  north  record  sandals  
sauna  shower  spa  sport  
tread  usually  woollen  world

called  heads  minutes  starts  
yards

ice pools  ice lakes  races  
swim  swimming pools  
swimwear  warm  

freezing  frozen  hole  sea   
water

Integrating caption and text 
information

The Lucky Fishing Hat 
Word count: 529

covered  energy  gear  
thankfully 

breath  called  can’t  hook/ed  
nothing  pull/ing/ed  worm

fishing hole  fishing rod  hole  ice  water Identifying a problem and a 
solution

Robots Today, Robots 
Tomorrow
Word count: 612

arms  camera  measurements  
operations  patient  tasks 

crawl  dangerous  difficult  
easily  fall  far  farmers  
faster  ground  heavy  horses  
information  nearby  poison  
scientist  turned  world 

BigDog  control  fuel  future  
invented  machines  medical  
microphone  robotic arm  
robots  recharger  SlugBot  
Snakebot  tank  tested

computers  farmers  Searching for information

Robots Run Riot
Word count: 507

amount  barked/ing  charger  
chickens  forecast  instead  
ready  recharged  storm  
weather 

arms  garden  hard   
hook/ed  noticed  pushed  
terrible  turned  yard 

batteries  Dogbot  Eggbot  
electricity  Spraybot  tank  
wheels

invented  robots  Self-correcting at point of error

 

Title High-frequency words: 
New

Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
New

Phonically accessible 
vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Content  vocabulary: 
New

Content vocabulary:
Revisited and reinforced

Reading Strategies
These suggestions are 
indicative only. There are 
many opportunities for 
addressing a range of 
reading strategies in each 
book.


